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Recurrent rearrangements in the proximal
15q11–q14 region: a new breakpoint cluster
specific to unbalanced translocations
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Unbalanced translocations, that involve the proximal chromosome 15 long arm and the telomeric region
of a partner chromosome, result in a karyotype of 45 chromosomes with monosomy of the proximal 15q
imprinted region. Here, we present our analysis of eight such unbalanced translocations that, depending
on the parental origin of the rearranged chromosome, were associated with either Prader–Willi or
Angelman syndrome. First, using FISH with specific BAC clones, we characterized the chromosome 15
breakpoint of each translocation and demonstrate that four of them are clustered in a small 460 kb interval
located in the proximal 15q14 band. Second, analyzing the sequence of this region, we demonstrate the
proximity of a low-copy repeat 15 (LCR15)-duplicon element that is known to facilitate recombination
events at meiosis and to promote rearrangements. The presence, in this region, of both a cluster of
translocation breakpoints and a LCR15-duplicon element defines a new breakpoint cluster (BP6), which, to
our knowledge, is the most distal breakpoint cluster described in proximal 15q. Third, we demonstrate that
the breakpoints for other rearrangements including large inv dup (15) chromosomes do not map to BP6,
suggesting that it is specific to translocations. Finally, the translocation breakpoints located within BP6
result in very large proximal 15q deletions providing new informative genotype–phenotype correlations.
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Introduction
The proximal long arm of human chromosome 15 (chr 15)

is involved in a wide range of structural rearrangements

that lead to segmental aneusomy of the 15q11–q13 region.

As this region is known to be imprinted, the associated

phenotype depends on the parental origin of the rear-

ranged chromosome.

Interstitial deletions of the proximal 15q region,

spanning approximately 4Mb, result in Prader–

Willi syndrome (PWS, MIM # 176270) or Angelman

syndrome (AS, MIM # 105830), when the deletion

occurs on the paternal or maternal chromosome,

respectively.1,2
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Interstitial duplications of this region are associated

with varying degrees of mental retardation and autistic

behaviour, when maternally derived. In contrast, pater-

nally derived duplications are generally associated with a

normal phenotype.3–6

Inverted duplications, known as supernumerary inv dup

(15) chromosomes, are common rearrangements of the

15q11–q13 region. Large inv dup (15) chromosomes,

which are exclusively of maternal origin, have been

reported in patients with facial dysmorphy, mental retar-

dation, severe epilepsy and, in many cases, autistic

behaviour.7 –10

Rare intrachromosomal triplications of either

maternal or paternal origin also occur in the proximal

15q region and are generally associated with a pheno-

type analogous to that for large maternally derived inv

dup (15).11–13

Finally, unbalanced translocations have been described

with one breakpoint in proximal chromosome 15q and

another in the telomeric region of the partner chromo-

some that in exceptional cases is situated within the

TTAGGG telomeric repeats (14–17 and references therein).

Such rare translocations are associated with a karyotype

of 45 chromosomes and monosomy of the proximal 15q

leading to a PWS or AS phenotype.

With the exception of the unbalanced translocations,

all these rearrangements have been shown to occur in

preferential regions of chr 15, known as BPs. Five BPs (BP1–

BP5) have been characterized in the chromosome 15q11–

q13 region.18 The genetic instability in this region has been

attributed to relatively large genomic duplications (dupli-

cons) that map in the vicinity of the BPs. Such duplicons

are believed to mediate misalignment during meiosis,

leading to unequal recombination events. BPs BP1, BP2

and BP3, which are mainly associated with interstitial

deletions and duplications, are characterized by duplicons

that contain repeats derived from the ancestral HEct

domain and RCc1 domain protein 2 gene, as well as a

number of other low-copy repeat (LCR15) elements.18–20

BP4 and BP5, which are most frequently involved in

triplications and inv dup (15) chromosomes, are character-

ized by duplicons that contain only LCR15 elements.18

Nevertheless, no specific BP that characterizes unba-

lanced translocations of the proximal chromosome 15q

onto the telomeric band of a partner chromosome has

been described. In this study, we characterized the chr 15

breakpoint from eight unbalanced translocations of

this type and demonstrated that four of them are clustered

in a reduced 460 kb interval located in the proximal

15q14 band. We also demonstrated the presence of an

LCR15-duplicon element at the proximal boundary of

that interval. The presence of a cluster of translocation

breakpoints at the vicinity of a LCR15-duplicon allowed us

to define a new BP which we name (BP6). We also

demonstrated that BP6 contains no breakpoint of large

inv dup (15) chromosomes, suggesting it is specific to

unbalanced translocations. Finally, as the translocation

breakpoints that occur in this interval result in a proximal

15q deletion which is larger than usual, we searched for

additional clinical signs that correlate to the size of the

deletion.

Materials and methods
Patients

We studied eight patients with a karyotype of 45 chromo-

somes resulting from an unbalanced translocation of the

proximal chromosome 15q onto the telomeric band of

the partner chromosome. All these patients, therefore,

were monosomic for the imprinted proximal 15q region

and presented either an AS or a PWS, depending on the

parental origin of the deletion.

Three patients with PWS phenotype had been reported

previously: Case 1 with a 45,XY, �3, �15, þder(3)t(3;15)

(q29;q14) karyotype presented additional features which

are uncommon in PWS, including preauricular tags,

bilateral clubfoot, persistent foramen ovale and small

patent ductus arteriosus, and central visual impairment.21

Case 2, a four-year-old girl with karyotype: 45,XX, �11,

�15, þder(11)t(11;15)(q25;q13), presented a more severe

developmental delay than usually observed in PWS.22 Case

3 with a 45,XX, �15, �21, þder(21)t(15;21)(q13;q22.3)

formula presented signs of cerebral atrophy, malformed

ears, and severe mental and psychomotor retardation, and

unusual in PWS.23

Four patients were referred to one of us for suspicion of

either PWS (case 4 and 6) or AS syndromes (cases 5 and 7):

Patient 4 is a female patient who had presented with severe

neonatal hypotonia with poor sucking. PWS was diagnosed

by both cytogenetic and molecular analyses that revealed a

de novo unbalanced translocation: 45, XX, �10, �15, þder

(10)t(10;15) (q26;q14), involving the paternal chromo-

some 15. Four months after birth, the growing delay

persisted and microcephaly (�2DS) was noted. At more

than 4 years, the patient did not walk alone, had no

language and appeared to be severely retarded. Patient 6 is

an 11-year-old female with PWS diagnosed at birth because

of severe generalized hypotonia, feeding difficulties, and

cranio-facial dysmorphy. Hyperphagia developed in early

childhood with insatiable appetite and obesity. She was

mildly mentally retarded. Cytogenetic and molecular

evaluation revealed a de novo unbalanced translocation:

45, XX, �13,�15, þder(13)t(13;15)(p11;q13) originated in

the paternal meiosis. Patient 5 is a male patient with AS

diagnosed when he was 2 years old, because of global

developmental delay, facial dysmorphy, and seizures. The

karyotype revealed a de novo unbalanced translocation: 45,

XY, �1, �15, þder(1)t(1;15) (q44;q13) and methylation

studies demonstrated maternal origin of the translocation.

Patient 7 is a 30-year-old male patient diagnosed as AS. The
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proband presented severe developmental delay (he has

never walked alone) and severe mental retardation. He

developed generalized seizures at 3 years. His severe

phenotype was attributed to complications of neonatal

episodes of anoxy. His karyotype is: 45, XY,�15,�22,

þder(22)t(15;22) (q13;p11).

Finally, Patient 8 is a 2 weeks- black male, presenting

an unbalanced translocation 45,XY, �13, �15, þder(13)

t(13;15)(q34;q15) of maternal origin and a not well defined

phenotype. The pregnancy was complicated by maternal

substance abuse and he presented sloping forehead, small

anterior fontanel; overriding sagittal, coronal and lamb-

doid sutures; cup-shaped ear deforms; very prominent

nasal root; abnormal palmar creases; contractures; and

increased tone. A fibroblast cell line from this patient (case

8) was obtained from the Coriell Cell Repositories (GM

10329, Camden, NJ, USA).

We also analyzed the breakpoints from 18 cases of

supernumerary inv dup (15) chromosomes, in order to

compare them with the breakpoints of the unbalanced

translocations.

FISH analysis, molecular DNA probes, sequence
analysis

Metaphase spreads were obtained with standard protocols,

either from short-term blood lymphocyte cultures, or

from EBV-transformed lymphoblastoid cell cultures, or

again from fibroblast cell cultures. FISH on metaphase

chromosomes were used to characterize the breakpoints

of both chromosomes involved in each unbalanced

translocation.

Different commercial probes were used to determine the

breakpoint onto the telomeric region of the recipient

chromosomes, as recommended by the manufacturers. A

synthetic peptide nucleic acid PNA-(CCCTAA)3 oligo-

nucleotide probe (Dako SA, Trappes, France) was first used

to detect consensus telomeric TTAGGG repeats. Several

subtelomeric probes were secondarily used based on results

obtained from the telomeric repeats probe: the 1q

subtelomere 1QTEL10 probe (Abbott Laboratories, Rungis,

France); the 11q subtelomere LPT11Q and the 13q

subtelomere LPT13Q probes (Cytocell technologies,

Cambridge, UK); the 21q subtelomere PTEL21q (Q-Bio-

gene, Illkirch, France).

Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) used to narrow

the chr 15 breakpoint regions were provided by the Sanger

Institute (www.sanger.ac.uk). They were labelled with

either biotin-14dCTP (Bioprime DNA labelling system, Life

Technologies) or digoxigenin-11dUTP (Highprime, Roche

Diagnostics, Meylan, France). This led us to use about 35

BACs clones from chromosome 15 (RPCI-11 and RPCI-13

libraries) and only the most informative ones are summar-

ized in Figure 1. In the different FISH experiments, normal

and translocated chr 15 s were identified with either the

BAC 327J17 (located at 15q26.2), or the BAC 209K10

(located at 15q21.3).

Finally, sequence analysis of the 460kb interval was

performed using the following database and bioinformatic

tools:

Entrez Nucleotides database: (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db¼Nucleotide)

GCG programs (Accelrys)/SeqWeb interface: (http://

www.infobiogen.fr)

Human Genome Segmental Duplication Database Assem-

bly; May 2004: http://projects.tcag.ca/cgi-bin/duplication/

dupbrowse/human_b35)

Repeat masker Web Server: (http://www.repeatmasker.

org/cgi-bin/WEBRepeatMasker)

BAC/ marker Transloc Inv dup
Case N˚Case N˚

810K23

289D12/D15S18

484P15/ D15S11

446P9/ D15S40

108419

142M24/ D15S97

1ok20/ D15S1192

26803/ D15S12

D15S931

D15S1019

25d17/D15S1048

540B6/D15S165

489D6/D1SS144

6403/D1SS1232

150L8

 

665A22

483E23

D15S118

Chr. 15

q11

q11

q12

q13.1

q13.3

q14

q13.2

q22

q24

q25

BP4

BP5

BP6

BP3

q26

q23

q21

q15

q14

q13
q12

BPs

BP2

BP1

6

7

2; 5

1; 3; 5; 8

8; 9; 16

3; 5; 6; 7;
12; 13; 14;
15; 17; 18

1; 2; 4; 10;
11

15

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the 15q11–15q14
region. The BPs, specific to recurrent rearrangements involving the
proximal 15q, are represented on the left of the enlarged chr 15q11–
q14 region. On the right are represented: the BACs/markers that
allowed us to define the rearrangement breakpoints, the distribution
of the eight translocation breakpoints (transloc Case N1) and the
distribution of the 18 inv dup (15) breakpoints (Inv dup Case N1).
Patients with inv dup (15) chromosomes were distributed as follows:
Ten with karyotype: 47, XX, þ inv dup (15), cases 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9,
11, 13, 17; Eight with karyotype: 47, XY, þ inv dup (15), cases 4, 8,
10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18.
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Results
Determination of the translocation breakpoints by
standard and molecular cytogenetics

All eight patients had a karyotype with 45 chromosomes,

and carried an unbalanced translocation. No chromosomal

material other than the proximal 15q region appeared to

be deleted in cells from all patients analyzed by high-

resolution chromosomal banding.

We first characterized the translocation breakpoint on

the partner chromosomes, and the results are reported in

Table 1. FISH experiments using the PNA-(CCCTAA)3 probe

revealed the presence of interstitial TTAGGG telomere

repeats at the junction of the translocated chromosomes

in three cases (cases 1, 4, and 6) (Figures 2a and b). This

suggested that the breakpoint of these translocations is

within the telomeric repeats of the partner chromosome.

In the other cases, no interstitial telomere signal was

detected on the translocated chromosome, suggesting that

the breakpoint on the partner chromosome is proximal to

the telomeric repeats. Consequently, FISH was performed

with subtelomeric specific probes in order to refine break-

points on the translocation partner chromosomes. For case

7, the telomeric breakpoint is on the short arm of an

acrocentric chromosome containing only repetitive se-

quences the deletion of which has no phenotypic effect.

For the other translocations, we found that the specific 13q

subtelomeric probe was present in case 8, but the 11q, 21q,

and 1q subtelomeric probes were deleted in cases 2, 3, and

5 respectively. These results demonstrate that, for the

majority of the translocations (cases 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8), the

Table 1 Cytogenetic characteristics of the translocations analysed in this study

Case N1 karyotype Syndrome BP on partner chr. BP on chr. 15

1 45,XY, t(3qter;15q) PWS within (TTAGGG)n BP6
2 45,XX, t(11qter;15q) PWS prox. to subtel. probe BP3
3 45,XX, t(15q; 21qter) PWS prox. to subtel. probe BP6
4 4 45,XX, t(10qter;15q) PWS within (TTAGGG)n BP6
5 45,XY, t(1qter;15q) AS prox. to subtel. probe BP3
6 45,XX, t(13pter;15q) PWS within (TTAGGG)n BP2-BP3
7 45,XY, t(15q; 22pter) AS within acrocentric p BP2-BP3
8 45,XY, t(13qter;15q) AS distal to subtel. probe BP6

Abbreviations: BP, breakpoint; chr, chromosome; prox. to, proximal to; subtel. probe, subtelomeric specific probe.
References of cases: (1): Windpassinger et al21; (2): Krajewska-Walasek et al22; (3): Cuoco et al23; (4), (5), (6) and (7): this study; (8): Corriel Repository,
GM10329.

Figure 2 Detection of interstitial telomeric TTAGGG repeats on metaphasic chromosomes of unbalanced translocations. FISH with a Cy3-labelled
synthetic PNA-(CCCTAA)3 probe reveals interstitial telomeric repeats, (a) in case 1, on the translocation t(3;15) (red signal, white arrows); (b) in case 4,
on the translocation t(10;15) (red signal, white arrow). In this case, the normal and translocated chromosome 15 s are simultaneously identified with
BAC 209K10 (green signal), that maps to 15q21.3. Metaphasic chromosomes are counterstained in blue with DAPI.
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phenotype results from the segmental aneusomy of chr 15

alone, as no coding sequence is deleted from the partner

chromosome. For the three remaining cases, despite the

absence of the subtelomeric specific probe from the

recipient chromosome, high-resolution studies show that

the deletion is cryptic.

In order to localize the translocation breakpoints on

the chr 15, we hybridized chr 15 specific BAC probes onto

metaphases from each patient and the results are summar-

ized in Figure 1. Four translocation breakpoints were

scattered between the 15q11.2 and 15q13.1 bands: case 6

(between BACs 446P9 and 1084I9), case 7 (between BACs

142M24 and 10K20), case 5 (within the BAC 665A22), and

case 2 (between BACs 665A22 and 483E23). Four other

breakpoints (cases 1, 3, 4, and 8) were clustered in a small

interval delineated by BACs 64O3 and 150L8, and located

within the proximal 15q14 band.

Refined localization of the translocation breakpoints
within the 15q14 interval

In order to refine the localization of the four breakpoints

clustered within the 15q14 interval, we used BAC clones

covering the entire interval and ordered as follows, from

proximal to distal: BACs 64O3, 814P5, 83J16, 323I15, and

150L8.

For patient 1, FISH analysis of metaphases using BAC

323I15 revealed a signal of very low intensity on the

translocated chr 15 compared to the signal observed on the

normal 15 (Figure 3a). This demonstrated that the chr 15

breakpoint was located within the BAC 323I15, and

probably at its distal end (Figure 4).

For patient 3, FISH analysis revealed BAC 64O3 to be

deleted and BAC 814P5 to be present on the translocated

chr 15. Consistent with the fact that BAC 814P5 showed

similar sized FISH signals on both the normal and

translocated chr 15 s, we mapped the chr 15 breakpoint

to the very proximal end of BAC 814P5 (Figure 4).

For patient 4, no FISH signal was detected on the

translocated chr 15 using BAC 83 J16, although a normal

FISH signal was detected using the 323 I15 BAC (Figure 3b).

This suggests that the chr 15 breakpoint is located between

the distal boundary of BAC 83J16 and the proximal

boundary of BAC 323I15 (Figure 4).

For patient 8, BAC 323I15 revealed no signal on the

translocated chr 15, although BAC 150L8 gave an appar-

ently normal-sized FISH signal. This was in agreement with

a chr 15 breakpoint being located in the overlapping region

of these BACs (Figure 4).

We therefore demonstrated that four translocation

breakpoints are located within a reduced interval of

460 kb, which is delineated by the distal boundary of

BAC 64O3 and the proximal boundary of BAC 150L8.

Although these breakpoints are not identical, their cluster-

ing in a small interval suggested that a common

Figure 3 Characterization of the chromosome 15 translocation breakpoints. (a) In case 1, the BAC 323I15 (green signal) shows a very low-intensity
signal on the t(3;15) chromosome, compared to the one observed on the normal chromosome 15. This is in agreement with the breakpoint being
located within the BAC 323I15. (b) In case 4, the BAC 83J16 (green signal) shows only one FISH signal, located on the normal chromosome 15. This
BAC is absent on the t(10;15) chromosome. In both cases, the normal and the translocated chromosome 15 s are identified with BAC 327J17 (red
signal), that maps to 15q26.2. Metaphasic chromosomes are counterstained in blue with DAPI.
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mechanism could lead to the occurrence of these rare

translocations involving proximal 15q and the telomeric

region of the recipient chromosome.

Comparison of breakpoints between the
translocations and large inv dup (15)

In order to evaluate whether the small 460 kb interval also

contains breakpoints from other chr 15 rearrangements,

we determined the breakpoints of 18 large inv dup (15)

chromosomes, using FISH with BAC clones delineating

BP3, BP4, and BP5 (Figure 1). Indeed, breakpoints from

such rearrangements have been shown to occur in all the

BPs described on proximal 15q and particularly in the

more distal BP4 and BP5. Thus, such large inv dup (15)

chromosomes could be expected to have a breakpoint even

more distal than BP5, that is, within or around our 460 kb

interval. Strikingly, none of the 18 cases studied was found

to contain the BAC 489D6 (marker D15S144) that marks

the most distal boundary of BP5.18 Indeed, our FISH studies

demonstrated that five inv dup (15) had a breakpoint

located within BP3 (Figure 1), three had a breakpoint

located within BP4 and 10 had a breakpoint within BP5.

These results, which demonstrate that no breakpoints

from large inv dup (15) chromosomes are located in the

small 460 kb interval, suggest that this interval is specific to

translocations.

Searching for DNA sequences favouring the
occurrence of translocations

To gain insight into the mechanisms of translocation

formation that may lead to the clustering of breakpoints

on chr 15, we searched for the presence of sequences

known to promote recombination, and in consequence,

rearrangements, within an approximate 2Mb region

surrounding the cluster of translocation breakpoints.

First, all the unbalanced translocations studied were

found to have a breakpoint in the telomeric band of the

partner chromosome which is known to contain poten-

tially recombinogenic repetitive DNA sequences.24 Of the

three translocations that have a breakpoint within the

interstitial telomeric TTAGGG repeats, two also had a

breakpoint within the 460 kb interval on15q (Table 1).

This prompted us to search for perfect or degenerate

TTAGGG telomeric repeats in the sequences of BACs

located within the 2Mb region, using a GCG programs

(Accelrys)/SeqWeb interface. Nevertheless, we did not

detect any significant concentration of telomere repeats

in the sequence of these BACs.

Second the subtelomeric regions are also rich in various

simple and low complexity repeats that are known to

increase the recombination frequency.25 Using the Repeat

masker Web Server, we observed that simple- and low-

complexity repeats were both most frequent in BAC

323I15, which contains two translocation breakpoints

(cases 1 and 8). In particular, in this BAC sequence, we

found several (TA)n repeat tracts that can have nucleosome

destabilizing properties which might promote greater

chromatin accessibility, and in consequence increased

recombination.26

Third telomeric bands of human chromosomes are

known to be rich in members of the olfactory receptor

(OR) gene family27 which may favour non-homologous

recombination events with chromosome 15. However, we

did not find any OR-related sequence in or near the 460 kb

interval.

Lastly, several low copy repeat/LCR 15-duplicons, which

are known to facilitate recombination events at meiosis

and promote rearrangements, have been described on

chromosome 15.18 Using the Human Genome Segmental

Duplication Database Assembly program, we found a

LCR15-duplicon element located adjacent to the BAC

64O8, very close to the proximal boundary of the 460 kb

interval (Figure 4). This LCR15-duplicon (sequence

AC027139) extends through 270 kb and is present

at all other BPs that characterize recurrent rearrangements

of chr 15.

Discussion
A new breakpoint cluster for recurrent rearrangements
within the 15q14 band

We have demonstrated that the chr 15 breakpoint of four

translocations with the telomeric band of the partner

chromosome are clustered within a small 460 kb interval,

located in the proximal 15q14 band. This interval is

delineated by BACs 64O3 (proximal) and 150L8 (distal),

and a LCR15-duplicon sequence is located adjacent to BAC

64O3. Such sequences have been suggested to lead to an

open DNA/chromatin structure,28 favouring meiotic re-

combination and all types of chromosomal rearrange-

ments. The presence in this chr 15 region of both a cluster

of recurrent translocation breakpoints and an LCR15-

duplicon sequence defines a new BP, which we named

BP6. BP6 is more distal than all other BPs previously

described in the proximal 15q region.

Figure 4 Schematic representation of the BP6 breakpoint cluster,
located within the proximal 15q14 band. For each of the cases 1, 3, 4
and 8, the localization of the chromosome 15 breakpoint relative to
the BACs is represented by a vertical dotted line. The large black box
adjacent to BAC 64O3 represents the LCR15-duplicon element.
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As for BP6, several previously described BPs characterize

recurrent rearrangements of proximal 15q. Two proximal

BPs have been defined based on either the presence (BP1)

or the absence (BP2) of the D15S18 microsatellite marker

within the aneusomic segment (Figure 1). BP1 and BP2

are involved in deletions, interstitial duplications and

triplications with similar frequencies.4,11–13,29–31 They are

also involved in small inv dup 15 chromosomes that are

associated with a normal phenotype.7,9,32 Three distal BPs

have been described (Figure 1). BP3 is the most common

distal BP involved in PWS/AS deletions, interstitial duplica-

tions, and inv dup (15). It was initially located between

markers D15S12 and D15S24 (33, for review) and has been

subsequently more precisely located between markers

D15S931 and D15S1019.12,20,31 Two other distal BPs, BP4

and BP5, which have not been fully characterized, are

involved in cases of large 15q11–q14 interstitial triplica-

tions and inv dup (15) chromosomes. BP4 has beenmapped

between markers D15S1019 and D15S165 and BP5 between

markers D15S165 and D15S144.10,12,18,34

Indeed, a BP located distal to the marker D15S144 had

previously been hypothesized,18,34 but neither character-

ized nor delineated. Our results demonstrated that

such a BP distal to BP5 exists and may be specific to

translocations.

Is BP6 different from other breakpoint clusters?

Our study of eighteen large inv dup (15) chromosomes

showed that none has a breakpoint distal to BP5, implying

that none has a breakpoint within BP6. This result is

particularly intriguing, and suggests that BP6 is different

from the five other BPs which are all known to contain inv

dup (15) breakpoints (34, for review).

Such a difference between BP6 and other proximal BPs is

apparently not linked to the sequence itself. Indeed, our

sequence analysis did not reveal any striking differences

between BP6 and the other BPs. In particular, in the BP6

sequence, we did not find any concentration of telomere

repeats that could favour translocations with the telomeric

region of a partner chromosome. There is, therefore, no

evidence that the mechanism of rearrangements involving

BP6 is different from those involving the other BPs.

Moreover, we demonstrate that BP6, like all five BPs

described, previously18 contains LCR15-duplicon elements

that are known to facilitate recombination events at meiosis

and to promote rearrangements, either intrachromo-

somal35 or interchromosomal.36

One possible reason for the lack of inv dup (15)

chromosomes having a breakpoint within BP6 could be

the viability of the resulting phenotype. Indeed, rearrange-

ments with a breakpoint in BP6 are associated with a

segmental aneusomy larger than those with a more

proximal breakpoint. Under such an hypothesis, inv dup

(15) chromosomes (that lead to segmental tetrasomy 15q)

would be associated with a less viable phenotype than

unbalanced translocations (that lead to segmental mono-

somy 15q), when they have a breakpoint within BP6. To

our knowledge, only one large inv dup (15) chromosome

containing marker D15S144, the distal boundary of BP5,

has been reported.34 However, this case has not yet been

precisely characterized, molecularly or clinically, and

therefore cannot contradict our hypothesis. Interestingly,

the fact that the large monosomy 15q, resulting from

unbalanced translocations involving BP6 are viable, even

if they are infrequent, suggests that interstitial deletions

delineated by breakpoints BP1/BP2 and BP6, should

also exist.

Phenotype in cases of large monosomy 15q with a BP6
breakpoint

The large deletion of 15q resulting from unbalanced

translocations with a breakpoint in BP6 is approximately

twice as large as the interstitial deletions typically asso-

ciated with type I (BP1-BP3) or type II (BP2-BP3) PWS/AS

syndromes. The associated phenotype is therefore expected

to be more severe or ‘expanded’ with respect to the typical

PWS or AS phenotypes. The data from both the literature

and our study clearly support an increased severity of the

phenotype.

Rare unbalanced translocations have been reported in

which a deleted segment that extends to cytogenetic bands

15q14 or 15q15, is larger than certain proximal 15q

deletions, that extend to 15q13. Unfortunately, in the

majority of cases, none of the breakpoints involved, either

on chr 15q or on the recipient chromosome, has been

precisely characterized and genotype–phenotype correla-

tions remain difficult to establish.37–44 Nevertheless, some

translocations of this type have been shown to associate

clinical signs of PWS, in addition to other findings not

usually seen in this syndrome. This ‘expanded’ PWS

phenotype may include cardiac, renal, and neurological

abnormalities; bifida uvula and auditory dysfunction,42 has

also been reported in two cases of large interstitial deletion

of 15q,45,46 indicating that it is linked to the loss of

sequences from chr 15.

In our study, we demonstrated that cases 1, 3, 4, and 8

have an unbalanced translocation with the same BP6

breakpoint, and globally the associated phenotype is

clearly more severe in these cases. Nevertheless, only

Patient 1 presents some of the additional findings that

characterize the ‘expanded’ PWS phenotype21 described by

Schwartz et al.42 This difficulty in establishing precise

genotype–phenotype correlations may have several expla-

nations: the small number of cases analyzed, the parental

origin of the rearrangement that leads to different

phenotypes (PWS or AS), the fact that patients have been

clinically described at different ages, the fact that some

clinical signs have not been systematically investigated

(auditory dysfunction and renal abnormality and so on), or

finally a variable number of interstitial telomeric
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(TTAGGG)n repeats at the translocation breakpoint which

could affect the expression of the adjacent genes by

modifying the chromatin conformation at this site.

It should, however, be noted that the increased severity

of the phenotype in our patients with a breakpoint within

BP6, is not as ‘dramatic’ as would be expected from the

extremely large size of the deletion (#10Mb). This may be

due to the relatively poor concentration of genes lying in

this region of chr 15, and also to the fact that genes lying

between BP3 and BP6 are not imprinted, and are therefore

expressed from both alleles. In such a situation, deletion of

one allele will decrease, but not suppress, the expression of

the corresponding gene.

In conclusion, it should be very interesting to system-

atically delineate the boundaries of proximal 15q dele-

tions, resulting from either unbalanced translocations or

interstitial deletions. Indeed, it may be expected that

some interstitial deletions have a breakpoint distal to

BP3, which will allow the development of genotype–

phenotype correlations. These correlations will aid in the

identification of the genes that could be involved in the

‘expanded’ PWS or AS phenotypes, and will improve

genetic counselling as well as clinical management for

the patients. The DNA CGH-arrays technology with

expanded coverage of the chr 15 sequences would be a

well-adapted method for the accurate determination of

deletion boundaries on the proximal chr 15q.
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